[Influence of the lithiasic surface on the strategy: complications and results in the treatment of kidney calculi].
Stone mass is a fundamental parameter that determines the approach to reno-ureteral lithiasis. Reference to stone size based on a single diameter gives us an imprecise idea about stone volume. For this reason, we recommend using the term "stone surface" to express stone mass. Stone surface is obtained by multiplying the longitudinal by the transversal diameter expressed in millimeters, using the plain film for radiopaque and the urogram for radiolucent calculi. Stone surface is a parameter which can be determined easily and is a more reliable way to determine stone volume. In 1,500 renal units with reno-ureteral calculi treated by ESWL and percutaneous techniques, we corroborated that the surface of calculus is directly associated with the number of shock waves required for fragmentation. Thus, as stone surface increases, more shock waves will be required to achieve fragmentation. The surface area of the calculus correlates very significatively with urinary tract obstruction post-ESWL. As the surface of the fragmented stone increases, there exists a higher incidence of obstruction. Obstruction is more severe and more ancillary maneuvers to remove obstruction are warranted. The incidence of renal colic post-ESWL is significantly influenced by the surface area of the calculus. There is a higher incidence of reno-ureteral colic following fragmentation of large stones. Furthermore, stone surface significantly determines the rate at which fragments are passed, and the persistence of stone sand at 3 months. Thus, as stone surface increases, there will be more fragments that can and cannot be spontaneously passed following treatment with ESWL. Finally, it must be emphasized that stone surface is a fundamental parameter that determines the combination of ancillary techniques prior to ESWL and significantly influences the efficacy of the approach in the treatment of reno-ureteral calculi.